
4.  Place ratchet on 
head of drive screw and 
operate clockwise until 
pipe snaps off.  If pipe 
has not cut before jaw 
wheels touch, turn 
counterclockwise until 
next pin can be 
engaged in jaw.  

3. Rotate hand wheel 
clockwise to remove 
slack from chain. 

2. Wrap chain around 
pipe and engage 
nearest pin in upper 
jaw hooks. 

1. Place pipe on 
outstretched chain 
next to cutter jaws.  
Turn hand wheel 
counterclockwise 
until jaws are fully 
open. 

4. If you cannot achieve 
the proper angle with 
the #38 screw while the 
handles are closed, you 
have inserted the 
wrong pin.  Disengage 
chain and readjust jaws 
to take the next pin. 
Grasp tool as shown, 
with one foot on lower 
handle and snap pipe 
with sharp 
downthrust.On extra 
heavy pipe, exert even 
downward pressure.  

3. Close jaws, and use 
the adjusting screw #38 
to adjust the jaws to the 
most comfortable 
cutting angle. 

2. Holding tool in this 
position, wrap chain 
around pipe with other 
hand.Pull chain tight 
and engage the No. 16 
pin nearest to the 
upper jaws.  Be sure 
surplus chain comes 
out over the top as 

1. Place pipe to be cut 
on outstretched chain 
next to cutter jaws. 
Open handles to 90°, 
grasp cutter as shown 
and rest on pipe. 

Notes  . . . . . 
 
When cutting in a line, remove excess mud, scale and rust from surface of pipe where chain wheels 
will make contact.  This will allow wheels to contact solid pipe for maximum penetration. 
 
Once you have established which chain pin must be engaged for a specific pipe size, place a dab of 
paint (or other marking) on that pin for easy recognition.  This helps to facilitate quick, sure, efficient 
operation for all cuts of the same pipe size. 
 
Strict observance of all tools capacities must be adhered to. 
Be sure to comply with all OSHA regulations when operating cutter. Pipe or rollers may and often will 
separate with considerable force at a right angle to the cutter head.  Be sure when putting cutting 
pressure on pipe, you are standing at the end of the handles facing the cutter or pipe and that there 
is no other personnel in the immediate area. 
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